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A young partici-
pant in Brooklyn's
%test Indian-
American Carnival
that takes lace
every Labor Day on
Eastern Parkway.
Photograph by
Roberta Grobel
latrater

f f!

ntroduction
The program entitled "Many Faces. Many Ways" focuses on the

"Brooklynites" section of Brooklyn's History Museum. This resource

guide provides the means for teachers to explore Brooklyn's multi-

cultural diversity in greater depth. Activities replicate techniques used

by folldorists and. local historians such as oral histories, object reading

and neighborho4x1 walks. Students will gain insights into the complex

culture and history of Brooklyn and realize how their own beliefs.

traditions and shared memories have shaped Brooklyn.

5,

Srudents will also:

develop fieldwork skills such as listening, interviewing, documeining,

and recording.

learn to appreciate the cultural expressions of their families and

communities.

recognize that they themselves are the bearers of family and

community traditions which are worthy of study.

learn that history can be immediate and vital, with relevance to their

own lives.

appreciate the cultural diversity of Brooklyn and increase pride in their

own ethnic heritage.

gain respect for traditional arts and artists in their communities.

become familiar with local history, geography, and immigration

patterns.

All of the lessons and activities in the guide may be adapted to the

experiences of any individual, of any ethnic or cultural background.

However, the teacher should be flexible in defining the limits of folk

culture, as there may be some students whose folk culture is not readily

apparent. They should be encouraged to look beyond the definitions in

each chapter, to find their personal expressions of folldore.

6 Many Faces, Many Ways 3
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erms and Techniques
This section includes general terms and research techniques that will be

used frequently throughout this resource guide.

oral

olldore

.0..

The term "folklore" refers to the traditional cultural expressions ( "lore")

of a particular group of people ( "folk"). This group may be bound by

family, age. occupation. nationality, or ethnicity. The categories

("genres") of lore include tales, legends, songs, art, crafts. food.

celebrations, and games. among many others.

.ire is passed by word of mouth. imitation, or demonstration. from

one person to another in the same folk group. It is not something learned

formally in books or from a teacher, but by absorbing the traditions that

7



Examples of
children's
folklore:

Sayings

Jump Ropefingles

Secret Codes

Tongue Twisters

Birthday l'arty
Traditions

Skelly on a
Brooklyn Street.
Stickball. stooptag.
and skelly are all
games played on
the street. They
require little
planning or equip-
ment. making it
easy for players to
move when city
traffic demands it.
Photograph tn,
Martha Cooper,
City Lore. 1983.

5

are going on at uork. in one's famil y. and among other people of one's

own background.

Folklore can be very old. having been passed down from generation

to generation. Often. some aspects of the traditions vary as they get

passed down, but they always have ties to the older ways.

"Many Faces. Many Ways- explores some of the unique and vital

forms of folklore four.zi n Brooklyn. within both the family and the

community From Africa-American storytellers ( griots ) to Italian

celebrants dancing the Giglio. to Puerto Rican lacemakers. folklore

flourishes in Brooklyn and contributes to the cultural diversity that is so

prominent a feature of the borough.

ctivities
Children are a folk group themselves, with their own games, sayings.

fashion statements, and traditions common only to other children.

Children's folklore can be viewed, learned. and "collected" just like that

of any other group.

Have students do Activity Sheet #1 about a game they enjoy

Afterwards, they will understand how accessible and close to their own

experiences the study of folklore can be.

Activity sheets are in back of this guide.

8
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C

ack in the Classroom
Discuss the results of the activity sheets. What patterns emerge? What

did students find out about the game they chose in relation to others?

Have students make a list of other genres of children's folklore they

could "collect- just as they did for games.

thnicity
An ethnic group is any group of people hound together by race.

nationality, religion. ialfguage. or cultural background. Tothy. over 90

ethnic groups can be found in Brooklyn. and each group has its own

traditions and folklore. Some of the most prominent among these are

Italian. West Indian. Hispanic. and Chinese. although this list is by no

means definitive. Your class may be composed ofstudents from these or

any number of other ethnic groups.

Many people are proud of their heritage and reflect it through their

ethnic folklore, or traditions and customs of their cultural background.
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The expression of ethnic folklore provides people with a sense that they

belong to a cohesive group with shared traditions, past and present. It

can also instill a personal sense of pride in one's own heritage. This is

9



not always the case. however: attempts !LAC often been made to

-Americanize new immigrants. Despite the importance placed (oda% ou

"multi-culturar ..alues. some people are still reluctant to identity w ith

their ethnic groups.

ctivity
Have students discuss which folk groups they identify with. Are any in

these ethnic groups? How do they express this identificationthrough

language? Foods? Social customs.

aterial Cu ltum
%1aterial culture refers to all the tangible things of sur culture

( household objects. clothing. foods. architecture. art. etc.1 Folklorists and

historians often look at objects to learn about the people who used them

and their worlds, past and present.

A 19th century apple peeler can reveal a lot about life in pre-

industrial American society. At first glance. the peeler is nothing more

than an iron gadget. But by asking the right questions, one can see the

broader context in which the peeler is used. and the values bv which

people lived:

Who used this utensil?

Why was it used?

What can it do that could not be done before it was invented?

What products could be made with an apple peeler?

Do we use these products today?

Do we mod an apple peeler to obtain these products?

Were other products made at home in the 19th century?

What is the apple peeler made out off

How was it made?

WPit kinds of materials do we use today to make kitchen utensils?

Asking the right questions combined with guided research will begin to

unravel thc relationship between domestic life and industry in the 19th

century This proccss of questioning, speculating and research inspired

1 0
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MacDonalds BOX

Coca Cola bottle

High-top sneakers

Baseball cards

Chopsticks

African cloth

Menorah

Embroidery

4,38 Terms and Techniques

Jr-

by any object. no matter how mundane or exotic, can lead one to a

deeper understanding of any period in history.

In the absence of objects themselves, old mail-order catalogues are

excellent resources for the study of material culture.

More specific forms of material culture are -material folk traditions.'

These are the tangible expressions that reflect a folk culture. Among

other genres. such traditions include (olk arts and crafts (for example.

quilts, textiles. toys, puppets. musical instruments and clothing). These

objects may he for every day usr, such as African dashikis or for special

occasions, such as a West Indian Carnival costume.

ctivities
Have students distinguish between popular material culture and folk

traditions.

Bring in samples of both types of objects or refer to the list

to the left.

Choose one sample from the folk objects selection. Make a list of thr

questions one might ask to understand more about the culture it

represents. Try to answer some of these questions.

Sample Questions: Who uses it?

What is it made ot? When is it used?

Who made it?

rElocal History
How is it put together?

Local history refers to the study of one's own surroundings, past, and

present. Most often, the study of history involves events on a national or

global scale (such as the American Revolution), which may not be clearly

related to students' lives. Local history brings the past closer to home. By

studying their immediate environment, students will gain an

understanding of why their neighborhoods look the way they do, why

things are done a certain way, how they are personally affected by their

1
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environment and ultimately, how they can impact lp :inure at their

communities.

Questions arise in examining one's own neighborhood: Why is one

building style used in one area as opposed to another? Why is brick

prevalent in one part of the neighborhood and brownstone in another?

Does material use reflect the age or function of a building, or the

availability of a particular material? Is it an aesthetic statement of the year

in which it was built? Why are some parts of the neighborhood still

standing while other sections have been destroyed? By making

connections among such clues from the past, students will better

understand the present. and, by extension. have a sense that they have a

stake in their future.

ctivities
Have students explore their own homes from the point of view al a local

historian.

Ask them to answer the following:

What kind of building do you live in? (Single-tamily dwelling, high-rise.

project, brownstone, etc.)

When was it built?

Are there any additions that were added later? What are they?

What materials are used on and in the building?

How many stories does it have?

How many families live there, approximately?

Does it have any special features? (Elevators? Stairways? Laundry

facilities? Balconies? Porches? Anything else?)

Did the building used to be something other than a residence? What

was it? When did it change functions?

Describe the outside space. Is there a yard? Lawn? Courtyard? Alley?

Parking Space?

What kind of street is it on? ( Busy two-way street? Dead-end? Avenue?)

Are there other buildings just like it close by? Are they identical or just

similar?)

1 2 BEST Copy Aymunt., and .n.,:tiniques\ 9



Page frotn the
shipS log of
Captain Michael
Shellns, clipper
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Is there anything else you'd like to know about your building? 1 low could

you find this out1

ack in the Classroom
llave the students create a mural of their houses. As a group.

decide which buildings will he next to one another? What setting will

they be in?

Think about using different materials on the mural to represent

building materials. ( Sand paper. aluminum foil, glossy paper. brown

paper. etc.

rimary Sources
A "primary source" is a first-hand or eyewitness account of an event. In

contrast, a secondary source such as a history book, is written by

someone who has intemreted the past from a more recent vantage point

and/or has not directly experienced the event. An event may range from

something as simple as playing stickball on a summer evening, to the

experience of immigrating to Brooklyn from another place.

Examining primary sources is a good way to become familiar with

the quantitity of resources which can shed light on l)cal history. It also

reinforces the concept that everyone has a unique perspective from

which to view the world.

ctivities
Bring in a collection of primary AND secondary sources you

have available. I hex students determine which is which, or, use the

following list:

A photograph of your grandmother in 1955 standing in front of a car.

Your grandmother saying, "In 1955, when your mother was horn, we

bought a brand new beautiful Oldsmobile. It went extremely fast."

A book about life in the 1950s written in 1988 by a 25-year-old.

l3
BEST COPY UWE



Examples 01
Primary sources:

oral Histories: X
%erbal
usually including
the speaker's per-
mina! memories of
expertetwes fit the
past. An oral
history is often
taped by the
listener
interviewer.

Ihotographs: A
visual primary
source. We can
learn a lot about
the past just by
looking at what
people wore, and
where and how
they posed.

Diarivs anti Letters:
Personal written
accounts ot indi-
vitlual lives can
make history come
alive in a very
powerful way; who
is not interested in
the daily concerns
and feelings ot a
real person w ho
I ived during
another tinier

Maps:
Geographical
changes over the
years and place
names reveal and
reflect historical
events.

Birth Certificates
and Census
Records:
Individual and
general records
of demographic
trends can
substamiate such
events as over-
population.
famine. and
immigration. etc.

Can you think of
any other docu-
ments that could
he considered
primary sources?

4#11.

letter Irotr your grandmother to your mother when she was in camp

in 1905.

An encyclopedia entry on the automobile.

It is helpful to familiarize students with the concept that history is

subjective interpretations of the distant and recent past.

Choose one simple school event that the students have recently

observed or experienced.

Suggested events:

Taking a bus on a field trip.

Playing a game in gym class.

Doing a science experiment.

Attending an assembly program.

15)

Have the students write descriptions of what happened during the

specific event. Read their descriptions aloud. Discuss how the accounts

differ in terms of content and emphasis. !low might a historian. 100 years

from now reinterpret the event based on these primary sources and

his/her vantage point of the future?

mmigration and
Settlement Patterns
Everyone in Brooklyn. unless they are of Native American descent, has

either close relatives or distant ancestors who have emigrated from other

parts of the world. Some Brooklynites have emigrated here themselves.

Brooklyn is a culturally rich place, representing over 90 ethnic groups

each with a unique immigration history and legacy. l'nderstanding

immigration and settlement patterns, both general and personal can

provide insights into Brooklyn's local history and folklore.

FEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Detail of a map
from Appletoris
Dictionary of New
York and its vi-
cinity. 1884. Re-
printed from
Brooklyn Almanac.
edited by Margaret
Latimer. Brooklyn
Redisctwery.
Urooklyn Educa-
tional and Cul-
tural .1lliance.
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immigration and Settlement Patterns

A ctivities

kg.3/

Immigration: A Personal Look Have students conduct an oral

history with a close relative (parent or grandparent. aunt or uncle). Use

Activity Sheets #2 and #3.

Choose a relative with whom you feel comfortable asking questions

about their ownor their parents' or grandparents'immigration to this

country and settlement in Brooklyn. (Note that immigrate means to

enter and reside in a country of which one is not a native: emigrate

means to leave one's own country to live elsewhere.)

You may use a tape recorder to do this interview. This would enable

you to capture the storyteller's own words. Or you may decide to simply

take notes as you chat. Whichever you decide. you will probably learn

something about your family history that you never knew beMre. Try to

get as much information from your relative as you can. Later. you can

interview another relative, perhaps from the other side of the famil y. or of

another generation. See how many stories you can gather. They all have

some bearing on how you got to where you are today!

Classroom Population The classroom is a microcosm of the

population of your Brooklyn neighborhood. In these activities, students

can verbally and visually compare their backgrounds with others in the

class. They will see themselves and their histories in the broader context

of the neighborhood and of Brooklyn as a whole.

Discuss the student's oral histories. What did they find out about

their families' immigration experiences? Share these stories informally as

a group.

Have each student locate their family's country/ies of origin on a

world map. Have them locate their family and neighborhood on a map of

Brooklyn.

Chart the findings.

Analyze the chart: How many nationalities are represented? How do

the storks shared in discussion correlate with the countries of origin?

Is there an experience more common among one nationality than

the others?

1 5 BEST COPY nue
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!bird grade class.
I92l. probably
Redford-
stuyvesant.
The Brooklyn
Historical Society.

Some events to
include on
)our time line
might be:

lOday's date

The year you were
born

The year your
brother sister was
born

A special "first
time" (first tooth
lost, first two-
wheeler)

Your first day of
school

The year your
mother/father/
grandmother,
grandfather was
born

The year you
moved

The year your
familyiancestura
immigrated

4

.i

05i

- I

(
Lp.

LI
w-w12

Ask Li*

Personal Time Line To introduce the next few activities, students

may find it helpful to create their own time line.

Start from today and going backwards, think of some important

events that have happened to vou or to members of your family. What

year did each event occur?

Put them on a time line. Illustrate it if you want!

Look over the next section on Brooklyn's Waves of Immigration.

Think about how events on your personal time line and other events in

history relate to events in Brooklyn's immigration history

18
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Population of Brooklyn

14

Year Total

1698 2.01
1-03 1 91

1-12 1 925
1-13 ) )18
1-31
1-3
1-16 ).331
1-19 ) 18A

1-56
1-1 3.624
1-9(1 I 05
1800 10
1810. 8 303
1820 11.18
18 )5
1830 20.535
1835
1840 1.613
18.15 8.691
1850 138.882
1855 216,355
1160 2-9.122
1865 311,090
18-0 *19.921
18-5 509.15
1881) 599.
1890 . .838.5'
1900 .. 1.166.582
1910 1.631,351
1920 2.018.356
1930 2.56(1,101
19.+0. 2.698.285
1950.
1960 .2.62.319

2.602,012
1980 2.230,936

Immigration and Settlement Patterns

RA.

Brooklyn's Waves of Immigration lour family's immigration history

is one small though important part of Brooklyn's immigration history

which occurred in a series of "waves." These waves began with the first

Dutch settlers and still continue, with varying intensity, to the immigrants

who are currently settling in Brooklyn today.

Look at the population chart to the left, taken from the (lifted States Census

(1698-1980 ).

Between which years did the largest wave of immigration occur?

In what year was Brooklyn's population at its peak?

What was the population in that year?

1636
Dutch settlers established
tirst European colonic's in
1111)4)1:Ivo at -Flatlands" and

what is 1111W 1)0Wnlinvn

Brooklyn

1855
Germans represent I91, it

foreign-horn people m
Brooklyn. Emigration from

Germany was due m
part to crop failures. land
division. over-population.

and religious
persecution.

1890
Crop failures led

Scandinavians to emigrate
and settle in Sunset Park. or

"Goat [till." on the water-
front. They pursued iobs in
shipbuilding, a traditional

Scandinavian craft.

184 .i-54
The Great Potato Famine in

Ireland resulted in I
million Irish emigrating

to the I'S

1880
Many Polish immigrants

settled around thc
Brooklyn waterfront. where

)nhs were plentiful.

1 7

1900-20
Italians emigrate to tho

fleeing povertg ov(
population, and ecom

ikpression in Itab



Brooklyn Time Line Look at the following milestones in Brooklyn's

immigration history. How do they relate to the population chart? What

events affected your neighborhood the m)st? What other dates can you

add to the time line that relate to Brooklyn's immigration history?

1920-40
Many Sephardic Jews from
st-ria and Lebanon settled

in Mannish

1900-20
"The ( .reat Sligrat *.

Brooklyn% Black population
grew with the migration/4

rural Si tothern Blacks
fleeing .1 bad stiuthern

et tinoms

.0

1945
Puerto Rican immigrants in
Brooklyn settle predomi-
nantly in Sunset Park and

Williamsburg.

1970s
After the Soviet govern-
ment eased immigration
policies. about 30.9011

Russian immigrants settle
in Brighton Beach

crOjt 05/

1981
rhe beginning of martial

law m Poland encouraged
thousands of Poles to

emigrate to Brooklyn Many
settled in tireenpoint.
along the industrial

waterfront.

1905
The Williamsburg Bridge

wis built between the
Lower Ea.st Side. Manhattan.

and Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. Many recent
Eastern European Jewish
immigrants entered the

clothing industry in these
neighborhoixfs. They had
used these skills originally

in Eutope.

1

1939- 45
During World Wiu II. the
Norwegian community in

Bay Ridge peaked at
-0E000.

1960's
The West Indian population
in Brooklyn begins to grow
significantly Most settle in
Crown Heights and Bedford

Stuyvesant.

1980's
The Chinese population in
Brooklyn rises from 25.1H10
in 1980 to 00.000 in 19H"
Many settle in Sunset Park,

an easy subway ride to
Chinatown.

1989
18% of all Brooklyniti

are Hispanic.

REST COPY MAME
Immigration and Settlement Patterns
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Ihitcher shop.
Bot rum
Bro()klvo.
/he Brooklyn
Historical Soulel.
photograph hi.
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16 cuillart Fth>dways

f 40.

oodways:
From Arroz to Zeppole
One way to expkwe the tialore of both .our own family and that of

Brooklyn's ethnic groups is through "foodways." traditions of preparing

and eating certain foods. Many of these foods that originate in other

countries remain solely a part of their community, without becoming

part of the diet of the surrounding culture. ( How many non-Norwegians

eat salt lamb?) Other ethnic foods have become part of Brooklynites'

regular diet ... do you know anyone who has never eaten pizza or

Chinese food?

Family Foodways
Individual families have certain traditions involving food. We recognize

some of these traditions because they are eaten on special occasions,

mich as holidays or birthdays. \X'e eat others as a matter of course. rarely

stopping to wonder where they originate from or why our friend's family

does not eat them.

...
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ctivities
Think about your favorite foods from when you were younger, or the

meals you eat frequently at home, or those prepared only for special

occasions.

Make a list of traditional foods prepared in your home.

Pick a food from the list that you would like to know more about.

Find out from a parent or grandparent if the recipe is One that has been

passed down through the family over generations. In not, ask if he/she

knows the history of a traditional family recipe.

Conduct an interview to find out as much as you can about the

history of this recipe.

Use Activity Sheet #4.

ack in the Classroom
Have the students bring in their collected recipes. Share them informally

and compare the findings:

Were any recipes the same?

Were there variations on the same recipe from family to family?

Are there any that are unfamiliar to students?

Are there any unusual ingredierrs or cooking techniques?

My some of these recipes ... either prepare yours at home and

contribute to a class feast, or choose one or two to prepare as a class,

using traditional cooking techniques.

How Does it Taste?

Design a class cookbook. Each student can contribute a page

containing the recipe they have collected at home, along with the

background historical information and an illustration. If possible, make

copies of the cookbook for each student to take home.

20
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Ethnic Foodways
in Brooklyn Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods. just like families. reflect their ethnic backgrounds partly

through the foods sold, prepared. and eaten by their inhabitants.

Brvoklyn's ethnic diversit y is a key factor in the variety of exotic.

pungent. flavorful foods sold and eaten on its streets, and in its

restaurants and homes. On any given day, you can eat Polish pastry

(Chruscik ) or Arabic pita bread for breakfast. Jamaican jerk pork or

Sicilian pizza for lunch. and enjoy Chinese take-out or a Russian banquet

fin. dinner ... not to mention hundreds of other delectables from around

the world.

You mav not realize how many foods you've eaten right in your own

neighborhood that are indigenous to other countries.
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Neighborhood Food Search Take a class walk to find examples of

traditional ethnic foods in your neighborhood. If you have a camera,

bring it along; photography is an important tool for documenting local

history and folklore.

Use Activity Sheet #5 to jot down your discoveries.



What are some of
the products sold?

t hoose a product
that intrigues you.

Read the label.

What are the
ingredients
anything unusual?

Where did the in-
gredients come
from?

How do %On think
this tood nas
prepared?

What kind of pack-
age is it sold in?

When do Ou
think it is eaten?

What else would
you eat with it?

store front. arroll
Wrdens. Brooklyn.
/1w thymieha
Historic?! .Society.
photograph by
Amy Curtis.
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Food Shop Exploration Break into smaller groups for this activity.

Choose an ethnic food shop that you discovered on your walk. Go inside

and look around. Notice what is on the shelves, counter tops, in display

cases, and written on packages.

Jot down some of the information you gathered. Buy a sample for

everyone to taste back in the classroom.

tiro"
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ack in the Classroom
Discuss your eNploration at the food shop.

Which ingredients re common to which ethnic groups?

Which foods re the most unusual?

Taste some of the sample products ... what do you like best? Least?

Make a collage of packages, labels, photographs and drawings of

ethnic fbods. Divide the collage into sections by nationality or by type of

food or ingredients.

Restaurant Exploration
Break into smaller groups for this activity as well. Have students choose

an ethnic restaurant to explore this type of cuisine. Make arrangements

'1 2 h)odw.ays ii



some questions:

Which is your
favorite recipe?

ilow is it made?

What ingredients
are in it?

Where do the
ingredients come
from?

How did you learn
how to cook this
recipe?

)0 you cook
ther kinds of
foods as well?

ike what e

The Cuatro. a tradi-
tional Puerto Rican
instrument.
designed and made
by William del
Pilar, Jr.. at his
shop on Atlantic
Avenue, Brooklyn.

Biwoklyn
Historical Society.

20 lip Folk Art

to interview a chef who works there. Try to find out about the type of

food he/she specializes in, his/her background, and how he/she came to

be a chef.

Ask the chef if you may take a photograph of him/her for a class booklet.

Ask to see a menu. Make a list of some ethnic foods offered.

Interview the chef. Use the questions to the left as a guide.

ack in the Classroom
Write up a summary of what you found out from the chef vou

interviewed. Include the picture of your chef if you took one, and paste it

to the top or bottom of the summary.

Compile all the summaries into a booklet for the class.

olk Art:
Our Material Memories
Can you think of anything in your home or community that has been

around for many years. perhaps even for generations? Did any of these

objects originate in another country, either that of your own ethnic

backgrotind or of a previous owner? Does this traditional object perform

a useful function? Is it simply a beautiful decoration?

A rosemalled plate. a seder plate. a cuatro, and a string of African

heads are some examples that Brooklynites might find at home. One can

also think of traditions that include song lyrics, utensils used to prepare
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Try to find out:

What is it?

What does it look
like (material,
colors. etc.)?

Where is it from!

Why and When is it
used?

Who uses it?

Who made it?

How is it used?

special foods. or characters from legends such as the Coqui. a frog from a

Hispanic legend. Such traditional objects and countless others that might

be found at home can reveal the cultural heritage of Brooklynites as

vividly as any other genre of folklore.

activities
Locating Traditional Objects Ask your students to look around at

home or in their neighborhood for a traditional object. preferably one

that reflects their own ethnic heritage. Have them ask their parents for

suggestions. Be flexible! A photograph of an object or a recording may be

used as long as it in some way represents a cultural tradition.

Students may interview their parents about the object they have chosen.

Find out such information as:

Where is it from?

What is it used for?

What are some changes in the tradition over the years?

ack in the Classroom
Have students bring their objects to class and share what they have

learned about them.

Explore one another's objects. Focus on two objects that other

students have brought in.

Use Acthity Sheet #6 to record information about the objects.

Ask students how they got their informaticn about the objects. Was

it from previous knowledge? Observation? A more knowledgable person?

Is there anything else they would like to know about any of the objects

they explored? How could they find out the answers?

Exhibit the objects Have the students write labels for the objects

they brought in. Decide. as a class, how the objects might be displayed;

i.e., by ethnic origin, function, material. etc.

Display the objects and invite another class to view the exhibition.

Folk Art 4 21
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Folk Art and Artists

.Z3J

Some of the objects the students brought in may be handmade, but given

today's modern culture. they may also be mass-produced versions of an

old tradition. While not the norm today, many living folk artists and

craftspeople enjoy the process of creating traditional objects and music

themselves. The prucess of creating these objects is, in fact, as much a

folk tradition as are the finished products themselves.

There are many active folk artists in Brooklyn who spend their

timeas either hobby or livelihoodmaking things from their own

ethnic background. One Brooklynite who takes special pride in her

Scandinavian heritage is Doris Jensen. a resident of Bay Ridge. Jensen

practices the Norwegian art of rosemaling. or painting on wood.

Brooklynite William del Pilar. Jr. is a resident of Atlantic Avenue and

a master of the Puerto Rican tradition of cuatro making. The cuatro is a

musical instrument like a guitar, symbolizing the culture of the jibaros.

people from the mountains of Puerto Rico.

Do you know any folk artists or craftspeople? There may be some

right in your neighborhood or school communityteachers, or even

your students' parents or grandparents.

A ctivities
Ask a tblk artist to visit your classroom. In addition to the suggestions

listed above, you might try a local cultural organization, senior center, or

other special interest group; in these communities, people naturally

congregate and bring together their talents and hobbies.

Be open-minded: traditional folk arts range from sewing and

weaving, to singing and dancing, to puppetry and jewelry-making ... to

mention just a few.

Have the students think of questions they will ask the folk artist in

order to learn as much as they can about their work.

25
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The list might include:

Where does this art cratt song come from?

\X'ho started it?

What is the object produced used for?

How long does it take to make the object?

What tools and materials do you use? Wlwre do .ou get them?

How did you get interested in this art .craft, music?

How did you learn it? Where? When?

Do members of your family or community practice this same fOrm

of art/craft/music?

What do you like best about doing this art,craft 'music?

What is the hardest thing about it?

n4 h
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Fesova Is and Folklore

estivals and Folklore
Christmas Halloween Sukkot Three Kings Day Purim
Giglio Carnival St. Patrick. Day Sakura Matsuri

Do you and your students recognize some or all of these festivals?

Chances are, you or people you know participate in one or more

celebrations during the year. Ask your students why there are so many

festivals; are they useful or simply fun?

Festivals enable folk groups to express and enjoy their traditions.

They provide a time and place tor people to come together in celebration

of their cultures. There is usually no other opportunity to express their

traditions as a group on a daily basis.

Some festivals are celebrated in the home, with the immediate or

extended family. Thanksgiving is typically celebrated at home. Others

are celebrated throughout a community, eitl;r in one particular

neighborhood, or all over the city. Many of Brooklyn's ethnic groups have

community festivals. Festivals can celebrate religious events (think of

some of the holidays or "holy days" you know of ). Others affirm the

history and traditions of a culture. Brooklyn is the site tbr all kinds of

festivals, year-round.

Crown Heights is home to the largest West Indian population

ri 7
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outside the West Indies. The annual West Indian-American Day Carnival

recreates the Caribbean Carnival along Eastern Parkway in Crown

Heights. The three days of festivities include a costumed parade and

other spectacles that celebrate the customs and history of the Caribbean.

Originally scheduled during the winter months, the festival now takes

place on Labor Day Weekend, adapting to Brooklyn's climate.

Sukkot is a celebration that has both religious and non-religious

meanings. It is the Jewish celebration of the fall harvest as well as the

wandering of the people of Israel through the desert. For this holiday,

people in Jewish communities build small ritual huts in their yards or on

their stoops and fire escapes. While traditionally made of straw and other

natural materials, today's huts often use nylon, colored tinsel and store-

ilought decorations.

Adapting traditions to the modern world is an important element of

festivals. Thur students may have encountered other examples of

adaptation and change in traditions, such as in their "Foodways"

exploration.

Family Celebration
A good place to start exploring festivals is right at home.

Ask the students whit they do on Thanksgiving. Are there traditions

all students have in common? Are there students whose families eat or do

more atypical things on Thanksgiving? Does erermne celebrate

Thanksgiving?

Have the students choose a holiday they celebrate at home and

complete the "Family Celebration" Activity Sheet #7 to tind (nit about

the range of festival-related folklore of the classroom population.

( Encourage the children to choose from a wide range of holidays so that

many are represented.)

ack in the Classroom
Discuss studentti activity sheets. Look for common and uncommon

traditions Within the same holidays. For example, does everyone eat

4I8
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Things to notice:

What are some of
the signs you see
that indicate an
upcoming holiday?

Where do you see
them? (Posters?
Shop windows?
Front lawns?)

What are they
made of?

26
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ti

turkey on Thanksgiving? What other meals are eaten on this holiday? Is

this even a meaningful holiday for every student? Why or why not?

Have children bring in things related to the holidays they have

researched: Recipes, photographs. decorations, cards. songs, etc. Display

these things in the classroom along with the children's completed

activity sheets.

Holidays in the
Neighborhood
Sometimes holidays celebrated by communities in your neighborhood

are the same as those you celebrate with your family. Others reflect the

traditions expressed by Brooklynites of other ethnic groups. It is

interesting to find similarities and differences not only among the

different types of holidays celebrated, but also among ways in which the

same holidays are celebrated by different people,

A ctivities
Ndghborhood Walk Go on a cla.ss walk around the neighborhood.

Look for signs of an upcoming holiday. Think about ways in which you
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Some possible
reasons to have a
festival might be:

The beginning of
Spring (What are
some traditional
holidays that
celebrate seasonal
beginnings?)

The completion
of a school project
(Have students
acknowledge
themselves and
one another for a
Job well-done.)

A winter snowstorm
(Natural
phenomena% often
being peopk
Swifter: everyone .
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will be recording and documenting your observations. Notetaking?
Photography? Sketching?

ack in the classroom
Have a discussion about the neighborhood walk. Compare the holiday

traditions found to the family holiday traditions the students

documented.

Class Festival
Have all the students vote on a reason to have a class festival. What

would you want to celebrate? Remember, in order for this to he a jblk
festival, it must relate to everyone in the class; this is the folk group, just

like a group 'hat is made up of people from a particular ethnic

background.

Plan the festival. Decide upon what foods, clothing, activities,

decorations, songs, etc. would be appropriate for the festival. Whom

would you invite? Where and when will it be? Set the date and get to
work!

Remember, in true folklorist tradition, someone should document this

event for future folklorists and local classroom historians. Take

photographs, make audio and/or video recordings, write down recipes.

song lyrics and costume patterns.

Have Fun!
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!lithe Built Environment:
Streets, Stoops and
Storefronts
Have you ever seen an old photograph of your neighborhood? Chances

are, it looked very different than it does today. Most things in the urban

environment, whether dating from 100, 50, or even just 10 years ago,

have undergone changes or given way completely to new elements that

make up our changing society.

Streets that were once paved with cobblestones are now covered

over. Advertisements that were painted on brick facades have been

replaced by neon and billboards, and their buildings given a fresh coat of

paint. Yet by looking closely at our modern urban environment, we can

often find signs of the past peeking through the streets and structures of

the present. Once in a while, an old cobblestone will emerge from an

eroding section of pavement; we see faded lettering advertising a brand

of gloves no longer manufactured, but worn by your grandparents in old

photographs.

Looking carefully and finding clues to your neighborhood's history

is like fitting together the pieces of a puzzle. The more you find, the more

you can make sense of the entire picture. This entire picture, ever

changing, forms the physical and social context of your life. By exploring

elements and changes in our surroundings, students will better

understand not only their own local history, but also the concept that

history is everywhere, made everyday by everyone.

A ctivities
Neighborhood Walk #1: Looking for the Character of Your

Neighborhood Take a class walk around different areas of your

neighborhood. Observe the buildings, signs, and people's behaviors. What

are some features that distinguish this neighborhood from every other?
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Filings to notice
On your walk:

On buildings: ast
iron grill work:
fire escapes:
painted signs and
advertisements:
dates (on corner-
stones or sides of
building, or on
metal plaques).
What building
materials are
used?

On the sidewalk:
Names of compa-
nies set in cement:
dates on manhole
covers. lamp posts,
railings and
fences.

In the street:
cobblestones and
trolley tracks.

411

Use the Mowing questions to guide your exploration:

What kind of residential buildings are there ( single-family homes:

projects: high-rises? )

What kind of businesses are there ( factories: shops: banks? )

What arms are used for recreation (parks: waterfront: malls: museums? )

Where do people "hang out?"

Where is it most crowded? Least crowded? What accounts tör the

differences in density?

Are buildings close together? Far apart?

How do people get around?

Neighborhood Map Represent your exploration visually. Have each

student draw a general map of the neighborhood. Then fill it in with

symbols and colored areas to represent the unique features of the

neighborhood.

For example:

Color:

residential areas yellow

business areas blue

recreation areas green

Draw symbols:

stores: s
restaurants: ?I'
iron works: rb2.

subway entrances:El

Compile students' maps to make one large map for the classroom.

Neighborhood Walk #2: Looking for Change Over Time in the

Built Environment Find the ;tistory of your neighborhood. Take a

class walk to some of the older sections of town. Where are the oldest

sections? Many Brooklyn neighborhoods grew up around the waterfront.

Others spread out from a central shopping district, subway line, or

manufacturing center.

Choose a section or two 00 which to focus with your class. As on

other walks, dedde how you will document your findings. Nbu might

take maps of the neighborhood and mark down the locations of anything

old and interesting you tind.

3 2 The Bulk EnvironmeM 292
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Opes of buildings and structures also indicate not only their ages

but the changing populations of a neighborhood. What are the places of

worship in your neighborhood? Have there been any changes over the

years? For example. you might find a church that used to he a Jewish

synagogue. An old candy store may be right next door to a Bodega or a

Korean market. 1 low do these juxtapositions reflect the growth and

history of your neighborhood and of Brooklyn as a whole?

Research Project Divide the class into groups to document and

research the history of different features of the neighborhood. These

features might include housing, warehouses, manufacturing,

transportation. scho()15, or parks.

Sources for research might be: Historical societies, public libraries.

the Borough President's office, local community centers, and most

important. conversations with the people who live and work in the

neighborhood.

Display «nd Present the research projects to parents or

other classes.

And rementher to document this exhibit tin future class

historians and folklorists!
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General
Resources

The Brooklyn Fact
and frivia Book

the Brooklyn
Kids' Book

The Brooklyn
Neighborhood
Book

All three booklets
.1re available free
if you pick them
up at:
Brooklyn: Fund for
the Borough of
Brooklyn Public
Affairs Department
The Borough
President's Office
209 Joralemon St.
3rd floor
Brooklyn. N.Y.
11201

You can send away
for them by mail at
54 per copy at:
Ihe tund for the
Borough of
Brooklyn
16 Court Street
suite 1400 West
Brooklyn. N.Y.
11241
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Activity Sheet #1
Children's Games

1 One game I like to play is.

2. I'his is a ...
0 board game 0 chase game

Li card game C1 word game

Li street game 121 ball game

0 other

A Number of players: minimumv
21 Time of year this game is played-

maximum

Time of day this game is played.

M Equipment needed.

6 Describe where and how you get the equipment.

7 When did you learn to play ( How old where you? What were the circum-

stances? )

Q How did you learn to play? ( By reading instructions? By watching someone

else play? By listening to someone explain the rules? )

vWhat age player is this game meant tbr?

10 Ask your parents if they used to play this game. If so. how has the game

changed over the years? ( Were there different rules? Different equipment? A

different name for the game? )



Activity Sheet #2
My Family's Immigration History

Person I interviewed.

Relation to me.

1 Who in the family immigrated to this country? ( Thu? Your parents? Your

grandparents?)

2 When did you ( your parents. grandparents) come to this country?

!Z Where did you ( your parents. grandparents ) come from?co.

2i Where did you ( your parents. grandparents ) arrive in this country?

M. Why did you ( your parents, grandparents immigrate?
cir

6 Why did you ( your parents, grandparents ) settle in Brooklyn?

7. ( t'se a separate sheet of paper to write down answers to the following

questions. )

Describe your ( your parents. grandparents ) experiences and impressions

as a recent immigrant:

How did you get here? (boat, plane, etc. )

What was the trip itself like?

How did you feel before you arrived? (scared, excited, etc. )

What was your first impressions of the new country? Of Brooklyn? Of

your new home?

What things seemed very different at first?

Did anything remind you of back home?

Who were some of the first people you met here?

Can you describe some memories of your first school or first job here?



Family Immigration History, continued)

Use this sheet to write up your responses to question it-.

Note:

These questions may spark other merwries too. Don't hesitate to ask

others if something interesting arises. Remember, the more you know of

your family's past the better you can understand yimr life today and that

of people around you. And besides. you'll probably find that people enjoy

the opportunity to talk about their own lives.



1.
2.
3.

Activity Sheet #3
Interview Evaluation

It may be helpful to evaluate your interview afterwards. Think about

ways ou might do things differently the next time you conduct an oral

history. Remember, part of family history is the transmission of

information by word of mouth. so this will probably not be the last

interview you do.

Person interviewed

Relationship to you

Describe this person's reaction to being interviewed. Were they

enthusiastic. reserved. animated. thoughtful, wordy, suspicious.

intrigued ,

24,
\Vas there anything they said that was confusing to you?

soM What di-' you find most interesting or surprising,

6 What else would vou have liked to learn from this person?

7 What might you do iifferently next time?

8 What would you do the same way%



Sample questions
to ask about the
history of your
recipe:

Where did you
(person being in-
terviewed) learn
this recipe?

lh)w old is it?

V4 Ito makes it the
hest?

When is it served?
(Every day?
snacks? Special
occasions?)

A here is it eaten?
illome? Picni(s?
On the street?)

From what country
did this recipe
originate?

low is it serve&

1)o you know any
sariations of the
recipe ?

flow has the recipe
hanged iiver the
ears?

Afterwards. see
how this interview
compares to the
One you did on
our taniiIs immi-

gration history.
%sk sourself the
same questions to
evaluate the inter-
s iew process. What
was difkrent. what
was tnnore success-
ful. less ticcestill
than last time?
11 hat do sou think
accounts tor the
differences?

Activity Sheet #4
A Family Food Tradition

Recipe for-

Name of person who shared this recipe with you-

Relation to you-

Ingredients

Directions

ilistory of Recipe

Recipe

39



Activity Sheet #5
Sample Neighborhood Food
Search Sheet

Date

Neighborhood

Restaurants I Saw:

Name "Fype Of Food

Food Sliops I Saw:

Name Type of Food

Street Vendors I Saw:

( What are some prepared tOods yin! notice people eating nnind )(nir

neighborhoodpizza. fehtlel. etc?)

uln



Activity Sheet #6
Traditional Folk Objects
Object #1 Object # 2

VVhat is it?

W'hat is it
made of?

V'ho made it?

Where is it
from?

What is it
used for?

Who uses it?

How is it used?

Draw it.



Activity Sheet #7
A Family Celebration

My family celebrates.

It usually takes place in ( month 'season ).

1 Describe what you know about the meaning of this festival or holiday
AL

Why do you celebrate it'd

2 Make a list of the following traditims your family observes on this

holiday.

Special preparations ( cleaning, setting up, etc.)

Clothing worn (Who wears what?)

Foods Prepared (Who makes what?)

Games played (Who plays what?)

Stories told ( Who tells, who listens? )

Decorations made or bought (Who makes them. who buys them. wh.:

puts them up?)

!.Z Choose One of these six categories, or any other you've chosen, and de-

scribe it in more detail on the next page.

Illustrate One aspect of your celebration ( a picture of food, or of clothing

worn, or words to a song. etc.)



( A Family CA:lehration. continued I

Suggestions tor part 3:

For example for "Decorations." discuss things like;

What arc they made or?

Where do yim get them or the materials to make them?

What colors, shapes, sizes do they come in?

How are thcy assembled?

Have there been any changes in this kind of decoration over the years?

Is this a popular tradition among others who celebrate this holiday, or is

it unique to your family?

What are the origins of this kind of decoration?

Does it have any symbolic meanings?
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